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1. Which word does not go with the others? fire (F) burn (G) heat (H) write (I) 
2. Which of these is not a building? tent (T) school (U) house (V) church (W) 

3. The opposite of fast is quick (P) big (Q) blue (R) slow (S) 

4. What colour is a crocodile? red (R) pink (S) green (T) yellow (U) 

5. Hand is to finger as foot is to tooth (G) toe (H) arm (I) head (J) 

6. Which word means cheap? money (D) inexpensive (E) to buy (F) to pay (G) 

7. Which of these is lightest? water (C) ice (D) air (E) stone (F) 

8. Which is a girl’s name?  James (Y) Jim (Z) Jane (A) Jerry (B) 

9. A husband and a wife are  marry (Q) married (R) marries (S) marrying (T) 

10. Which word has nothing to do with hospitals? nurse  (K) butterfly (L) ill (M) patient (N) 

11, Which is different from the others? twins (V) a pair (W) two (X) pin (y) 

12. Which of these is longest? a season (B) a week (C) an hour (D) a month (E) 

13. Which is the opposite of off? out (H) on (I)  over (J)  under (K) 

14. Which word has nothing to do with school? blackboard (O) pupil (P) teacher (Q)  airport (R) 

15. What do you put  on a pedal? your head (C) your foot (D) your leg (E) your hand(F) 

16. The opposite of to buy is to give (S) to sell (T) to take (U) to lend (V) 

17. Where does a cook work? – In the ... kitchen (H) church(I) shop (J) garage (K) 

18. Which of these has no wings? mosquito (X) butterfly (Y) bee (Z)  worm (A) 

19. The opposite of young is old (T) long (U) new (V) weak (W) 

20. The opposite of clean is wet (E) damp (F) dirty (G) black (H) 

21. Which of these can you drink? iron (C) wood (D) cider (E) petrol (F) 

22. Which word does not go with the others? cloudy (Q) stormy (R) rainy (S) funny (T) 

23. Which animal has the longest ears? cow (P) pig (Q) mouse (R) rabbit (S) 

24. A boy and a girl in love can be walking hand to hand (S) in hand (T) over hand (U) by hand (V) 

25. Which of these can you ride? a wolf (G) a horse (H) a duck (I) a rabbit (K) 

26. Which means the same as to answer? to ask (C) to talk  (D) to reply (E) to speak (F) 

27. Which of these is usually made of wood? a rocket (T) a computer (U)  a lorry (V) a bench (W) 

28. Which meat comes from a pig? beef  (M) lamb (N) bacon (O) veal (P) 

29. Which word means the same as also? too (R) all (S) two (T) to (U) 

30. Which word describes all the others? tea (I) coffee (J) coke (L) drink (M) 
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